
CalypsoAI Welcomes Cyber Security Expert Jim
Routh to Advisory Board

Renowned cyber security industry expert and

thought leader, Jim Routh, joins CalypsoAI as a board

advisor.
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WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA, UNITED STATES, May 3,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- CalypsoAI

announces the addition of renowned

cyber security industry expert and

thought leader Jim Routh as a board

advisor. Mr. Routh brings with him

decades of pioneering leadership as a

CISO/CSO for CVS Health, Aetna,

KPMG, DTCC, American Express, and

MassMutual. 

“We are looking forward to working closely with Jim and leveraging his unique ability and

experience in applying innovative technologies to solve the most recent threats and risks faced

by industry,” said Neil Serebryany, CEO of CalypsoAI. “His insight and understanding of the
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critical issues facing our industry will enhance the breadth

and depth of our vision of a future in which artificial

intelligence is an integral and trusted part of everyday life

for organizations in every market sector and of any size.”

On joining CalypsoAI as a board advisor, Mr. Routh said,

“CalypsoAI has several years of platform maturity

supporting our nation’s leading agencies in deploying

trustworthy AI. Today, I’m pleased to join their advisory

board to bring their commercial products into the enterprise space to enhance organizations' AI

strategies, including solutions for the safe deployment of Large Language Models.”

Mr. Routh’s experience as a transformational and iconic leader in the field, his depth of

knowledge, and unparalleled expertise will provide increased momentum as CalypsoAI continues

http://www.einpresswire.com


to offer groundbreaking solutions for the biggest challenges facing AI deployment in the

enterprise. The company’s most recent product offerings include CalypsoAI Moderator, which

enables the safe, secure use of Large Language Models at scale for organizations of any size, and

VESPR Validate 2.0, which enables deployment of trustworthy, reliable AI through model

performance testing and validation.

About CalypsoAI

Founded in Silicon Valley, CalypsoAI is the industry leader in developing and delivering AI security

solutions. Our vision is to be the trusted partner and global leader in the AI security domain,

empowering enterprises and governments to leverage the immense potential of Large Language

Models confidently and without risk. At CalypsoAI, we strive to shape a future in which

technology and security coalesce, transforming how businesses operate and contributing to a

better world.

Website: www.calypsoai.com

Contact: press@calypsoai.com
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/631599471

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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